
Surrender School Step Study

Work the steps using a “Study Guide for Overeaters”

Step Four – Pages 25-36 and Video Session E

Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 63-67
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https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Pages-25-36.pdf
https://youtu.be/36oN6ELEDj0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf


SET ASIDE PRAYER

God, please set aside everything I think I know 
about myself, my emotional sobriety, the 12 
Steps and You; for an open mind and a new 
experience of myself, my emotional sobriety, 
the 12 Steps and especially You!
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LINK:  
https://surrenderschool.org/wt
s-usingastudyguide/

Password:  Surrender2023!
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Read the Study Guide (Step Four—Fears) pages 37-38

1.Read the Study Guide (Step Four—Sex Conduct), pages 39-41
2.Optional Homework:

1. Watch the video of Step 4 Session F: Homework and view the slide show.
2. Watch the video of Step 4: Session FB: Review of Steps 1, 2, 3, 4
3. Read: Big Book “How It Works,” pages bottom 67-71
4. Listen to these OA Podcasts on Step Four.

1. How It Works Step 4 by Claudine B. from Choose Your Own Conception OA Big Book Study
2. How It Works: Step 4 by Kathy M. from Choose your Own Conception OA Big Book Study
3. Step 4 – Chapter 5 How It Works: A Presentation by Janet B. from RecoveryJam

3.Watch video for Session F
4.Begin your fears form and your sex conduct form

https://surrenderschool.org/wts-usingastudyguide/
https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/37-38.pdf
https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/pages-39-41.pdf
https://youtu.be/BlBw5febNiM
https://surrenderschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/HomeworkStepStudyStep-4-Fears-and-Sex-Conduct.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oUXkd5rpH3o
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf
https://cyocbbstudy.podbean.com/e/how-it-works-step-4-claudine-b-aug-8-2023/
https://cyocbbstudy.podbean.com/e/how-it-works-step-4-kathy-m-aug-7-2023/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-4x7mx-12a2631
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://oabigbook.info/BBFearFormAdobe2022.pdf
https://www.oabigbook.info/BBSexConduct.pdf
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Resentment Form

Review

Step Four – Pages 25-36 and Video Session E
Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 63-67

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Pages-25-36.pdf
https://youtu.be/36oN6ELEDj0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf


Page 26-27  – Big Book Step Study Guide

Filling out the resentment form: 

COLUMN ONE: 

The first instruction is simply to make a list.  If you use the 
form available on the web site, you’ll see that each form has 
room for three names of people or institutions or principles. 

Co-Worker
(People)

International 
Governments
(Institution)

I will never 
recover!
(Principle)

Video Link:  21:32 - 22:17
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https://youtu.be/36oN6ELEDj0?t=1292


Page 26-30 – Big Book Step Study Guide

The second instruction is to ask “why we were angry” (page 64), or what “our injuries” 
were (page 65). 

We are to write short and to-the-point description of the various things that put these 
people or these institutions or these principles in our minds.  We need to write only 
enough so that we know what we are talking about.  We’re not filling out this second 
column for anyone but ourselves.

Co-Worker
(People)

International 
Governments
(Institution)

I will never 
recover!
(Principle)

Co-Worker(People) –

KNOWINGLY coming to 
work sick (COVID) and 
infecting my entire team!

International Governments (Institution) –

Declaring war and hurting so 
many innocent people.

I will never recover! (Principle) – The 
weight is causing health issues.  
I am running out of time to fix 
the health issues caused by 
extra weight!

Video Link:  22:18 - 23:30
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https://youtu.be/36oN6ELEDj0?t=1337


Page 30 – Big Book Step Study Guide

COLUMN THREE: 

The third instruction is to ask ourselves “Was it our self-esteem, our security, our ambitions, our personal, 
or sex relations, which had been interfered with?”  (page 65).  (You’ll note at the bottom of page 64, a 
similar set of categories, but with “pocketbooks”—wallets or purses—instead of “security”.)  The 
resentment form has separate sub columns for each one of these concepts.  As well, because the example 
at the bottom of page 65 has “fear” in that third column as well, the form has a separate sub-column for 
fear. 

Self-esteem means how I feel about myself.  Security means how safe I feel, including financially safe. 
Ambitions means what I want out of life.  Personal relations, sex relations, and fear, are obvious. So for 
each one of the “causes” (column two) we put check-marks where each one of these sub-categories has 
been affected. Video Link:  29:54 - 33:16
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https://youtu.be/36oN6ELEDj0?t=1793


Page 33 – Big Book Step Study Guide

So we look at these people (column one), 
“their symptoms” (column two), “and the way 
these disturbed us” (column three).  We find 
that these people were sick too.  And we’re 
given a prayer to say.  “We asked God to help 
us show them the same tolerance, pity, and 
patience that we would cheerfully grant a sick 
friend.” There’s the prayer:  “God, please help 
me show ______ the same tolerance, pity, and 
patience, that I would cheerfully grant a sick 
friend.”

Video Link: 42:43 - 43:55
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https://youtu.be/36oN6ELEDj0?t=2563


Page 32 – Big Book Step Study Guide

The essential Fourth Column: 

Let’s remember that the purpose of Step Four is to identify those parts of 
ourselves which are blocking us from our higher power.  We have decided, in 
Step Three, to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as we 
understand God.  That decision means that we have to discover what defects 
of character block us from our higher power.  The fourth column of the 
resentment form is in fact our analysis of those defects of character.

I only cared how their absences would 
impede my workload. 

Told myself I could handle the workload and 
did not ask for help

Want acknowledgement for a job well done 
(martyr) .

I want to live in a peaceful world!

That this “really” doesn’t have any affect on my 
day-to-day life. 

I am tired of feeling depressed after watching 
the news.

Expectation of PERFECTION.

No recovery → no healthy body → unlovable.

Taking from the program and never giving 
back. I want to be slim.
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Video Link: 49:17 - 55:07 (Selfish, Dishonest, 
Self-Seeking, Frightened)

That management would find out I could not do 
my job. Seen as LESS than.

I am fearful of terrorist attacks near me. 
Fear of lifestyle changes.

The fear is that it is true→ and I am unlovable. 

https://youtu.be/36oN6ELEDj0?t=2957
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Co-Worker
(People)

International 
Governments
(Institution)

I will never 
recover!
(Principle)

KNOWINGLY coming to work 
sick (COVID) and infecting my 
entire team!

Declaring war and hurting so 
many innocent people.

The weight is causing health 
issues.  I am running out of time 
to fix the health issues caused by 
extra weight!

I only cared how their absences would 
impede me. 

Told myself I could handle the 
workload and did not ask for help

Want acknowledgement for a job well 
done (martyr) .

That management would find out I could 
not do my job. Seen as LESS than.

I want to live in a peaceful world!

That this “really” doesn’t have any 
affect on my day-to-day life. 
I am tired of feeling depressed after 
watching the news.

I am fearful of terrorist attacks near 
me. Fear of lifestyle changes.

Expectation of PERFECTION.

No recovery → no healthy 
body → I am unlovable.

Taking from the program and never 
giving back. I want to be slim.

The fear is that it is true→ and I am 
unlovable. I am unlovable

.



Cause – Self-Centered: Affect:  “I honestly did not care about the health of my employee, what about me.”
Cause – Prideful: Affect: “I don’t want my manager to think I can’t do the job because I did not ask for help.”
Cause –Self-sufficient: Affect:  “Why didn’t I just ask for help.  Now I must work late and lose sleep.”

People→ Cause → Affect

Step Four – Pages 25-36 and Video Session E
Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 63-67
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https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Pages-25-36.pdf
https://youtu.be/36oN6ELEDj0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf


Cause – International War: Affect: “USA support could bring attacks near me. ” 

Institutions → Cause → Affect

Step Four – Pages 25-36 and Video Session E
Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 63-67
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https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Pages-25-36.pdf
https://youtu.be/36oN6ELEDj0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf


Cause – Self Hatred: Affect:  “What's wrong me? Was the info I provided flawed!”
Cause – Self Acceptance: Affect: “I may never know what it like to be at peace with food!”
Cause – Poor Self Esteem: Affect: “I do not like the way that I look.”

Principles→ Cause → Affect

Step Four – Pages 25-36 and Video Session E
Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 63-67
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https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Pages-25-36.pdf
https://youtu.be/36oN6ELEDj0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf
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Video Link: 55:21 - 57:14 (Examples: Selfish, 
Dishonest, Self-Seeking, Fear)

https://youtu.be/36oN6ELEDj0?t=3321


Step 4 - Fear

Work the steps using a “Study Guide for Overeaters”

Step Four – PAGES  37-38 and Video Session F

Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/37-38.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf
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Page 68 – AA’s Big Book
18

Matching calamity with serenity : the 
ability to maintain inner-peace and 
serenity regardless of life’s 
circumstances.

https://jaredakers.com/matching-calamity-with-serenity-spiritual-training-and-finding-peace-in-the-midst-of-chaos/#:~:text=Thus%20the%20tag%20line%20matching,serenity%20regardless%20of%20life's%20circumstances.


Page 37 – Big Book Step Study Guide
19

Step Four—Fears: 

If resentments are basically “The past didn’t go my way”, then fears are 
basically “The future won’t go my way.”  You cannot feel fear about 
something that has happened in the past.  Fear is always an emotion that 
comes from imagining what will happen and not wanting that to happen. 

The Big Book at page 67 says that fear “somehow touches about every 
aspect of our lives.  It set in motion trains of circumstances which 
brought us misfortune we felt we didn’t deserve.” 

The instructions are pretty clear, and the form makes them even clearer.

Step Four – PAGES  37-38 and Video Session F
Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/37-38.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf


Page 65 – AA’s Big Book

Page 67-68 – AA’s Big Book
20

Video Link:  8:14 - 9:07

Step Four – PAGES  37-38 and Video Session F
Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0?t=494
https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/37-38.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf
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Video Link: 16:43 - 20:25

https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0?t=1003
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Filling out the Fear Form: 

First “we put them on 
paper, even though we 
had no resentment in 
connection with them” 
(68).

Column One:
So we set out all the fears we have, including those we discovered in the 
resentment form, both in column 3 (where we asked whether fear was involved) 
and in column 4 (where we asked ourselves where we were frightened), as well as 
fears that didn’t make it to the resentment list because we didn’t think about them 
all the time. 

I have put down some standard fears—fears of death, of pain, of financial 
insecurity, of something bad happening to loved ones, of not being happy, of not 
losing weight—and fears relating to individuals on my resentment list—fear of 
telling someone something that should be said, fear of following through on a 
particular decision that might affect others, fear of political conflict or social or 
economic or geographic disasters.  I’ve put down all kinds of fears.  I simply listed 
them, nothing more. 

That’s column one.  I fill out all of column one before I go on to column two.

Step Four – PAGES  37-38 and Video Session F
Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

Page 37 – Big Book Step Study Guide

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/37-38.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf


23
Page 37 – Big Book Step Study Guide

Seen as LESS than. (Perfectionism)

Fear of lifestyle changes. (Negative Thinking)

I am unlovable. (Self Pity) Consistent relapse.  Past failures to get recovered! Failed to stay in recovery –
right sized body.

Fear if allowed you to see me to see the flawed individual, you will 
reject me. (Fear of rejection)

If there is an attack on the USA, I may be hurt.  Who would take care of me? I 
have no one.

Step Four – PAGES  37-38 and Video Session F Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/37-38.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf


24Page 37– Big Book Step Study Guide

Column Two: 

Then the Big Book says “We asked ourselves why we had 
them.” (page 68)  So I asked myself why I had each fear

That’s column two.  I fill out all of column two before I go on to 
column three.

Seen as LESS than. 
(Perfectionism)

Fear of lifestyle changes. 
(Negative Thinking)

I am unlovable.
(Self Pity)

Consistent relapse.  Past failures to get 
recovered! Failed to stay in recovery –
right sized body.

Fear if I allow you to see me as the 
flawed individual I am, you will 
reject me. (Fear of rejection)

If there is an attack on the USA, I may 
be hurt.  Who would take care of me? I 
have no one.

Video Link:  23:45 - 25:20

Step Four – PAGES  37-38 and Video Session F Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0?t=1425
https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/37-38.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf


25Page 37– Big Book Step Study Guide

Columns Three and Four: 

But the Big Book has more instructions. 

It asks us to acknowledge that “self-reliance failed us” and that “we 
are now on a different basis; the basis of trusting and relying upon 
God.”  (page 68) 

The form does this by setting out two questions. 

Column three is whether we were placing our trust and reliance 
upon infinite God or our finite selves. Hmmmm.  I wonder what the 
answer to that is going to be?  We put a checkmark under “My finite 
self” for each of the fears we have.  I fill out column three for each 
of my fears before going on to column four. 

Column four is whether relying on ourselves worked. Hmmmm.  
Wonder what that answer is too?  Of course it didn’t work.  If it did 
work, I wouldn’t have these fears!  We put a checkmark under “No” 
for each of the fears we have.  I fill out column four for each of the 
fears before going on to column five. Video Link: 25:22 - 26:22

Step Four – PAGES  37-38 and Video Session F Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0?t=1522
https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/37-38.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf
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Page 38– Big Book Step Study Guide

Column Five: 

Now comes column five.  The Big Book says:  
“We ask Him to remove our fear and direct 
our attention to what He would have us be.”  
Here is the simple prayer, and column four 
just provides us with a box to check that 
we’ve said it:  “God, please remove my fear 
of _______ and direct my attention to what 
you would have me be.”

Video Link:  26:28 - 27:12 

To first find a Power greater than me; Trust that 
Power; work the steps; don’t eat my alcoholic 
foods no matter what.

To be a productive citizen and stay in the present.

Be of service to others.  Be vulnerable with trusted 
friends. See myself as He sees me.  (Flawed but 
lovable).

Step Four – PAGES  37-38 and Video Session F Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0?t=1588
https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/37-38.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf
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Page 38– Big Book Step Study Guide

To first find a Power greater than me; Trust that 
Power; work the steps; don’t eat my alcoholic 
foods no matter what.

To be a productive citizen and stay in the present.

Be of service to others.  Be vulnerable with trusted 
friends. See myself as He sees me.  (Flawed but 
lovable).

Column Six: 

And column six requires us to put down what we think that God would have us 
be.   This requires some meditation, and the meditation will yield great 
rewards! 

This is a brilliant prayer.  Note it’s not “what you would have me do”, but “what 
you would have me be”.  Here we are getting an insight into ourselves. It’s not a 
question of action (what God would have me do); it’s almost always a matter of 
attitude (what God would have me be) which may or may not result in action. 

The answer is very often “to be the best I can be under the circumstances”—to 
be the best father, to be the best friend, maybe even simply to BE rather than 
to worry or spend my time thinking about useless fears.  Or it could be as 
simple as “to be a person who doesn’t worry about these things”! 

Whatever it turns out to be, you get a real sense of purpose and direction, 
which in turn relieves you of fear.  And that is the promise we’re given at page 
68: “At once, we commence to outgrow fear.”

Step Four – PAGES  37-38 and Video Session F Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68
Video Link:  27:12 - 28:18

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/37-38.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0?t=1632
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To first find a Power greater than me; Trust that Power; 
work the steps; don’t eat my alcoholic foods no matter 
what.

Consistent relapse.  Past failures to get 
recovered! Failed to stay in recovery –
right sized body.

To be a productive citizen and stay in the present.

Be of service to others.  Be vulnerable with trusted 
friends. See myself as He sees me.  (Flawed but lovable).

Seen as LESS than. 
(Perfectionism)

Fear of lifestyle 
changes. (Negative 
Thinking)

I am unlovable.
(Self Pity)

If there is an attack on the USA, I may be 
hurt.  Who would take care of me? I have 
no one.

Step Four – PAGES  37-38 and Video Session F Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

Fear if I allow you to see me as the flawed 
individual I am, you will reject me. (Fear of 
rejection)

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/37-38.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf
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Page 68 – AA’s Big Book

Would someone volunteer to read?



Work the steps using a “Study Guide for Overeaters”

Step Four – PAGES  39 - 41 and Video Session F

Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

Step 4 – Sex Conduct

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/pages-39-41.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf
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Video Link: 33:22 - 35:40Step 4 – Sex Conduct

https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0?t=2002


33Page 39– Big Book Step Study Guide

Step Four—Sex Conduct: 

If resentments are “the past didn’t go my way” and fears are 
“the future won’t go my way”, then why does the Big Book 
discuss Sex Conduct next?  I think there’s a simple answer. The 
true purpose, the Big Book tells us, of the Sex Conduct 
Inventory is to try “to shape a sane and sound ideal for our 
future sex life.”  (page 69)

Step Four – PAGES  39 - 41 and Video Session F
Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/pages-39-41.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf


34

The purpose of the Sex Conduct Inventory, therefore, is not to deal with our past sex 
conduct issues. We’ve dealt with them, if they bother us, under resentments.
Nor is its purpose to deal with any sex conduct issues we’re worried about in the future. 
We’ve dealt with them, if they bother us, under fears. 

The purpose of the Sex Conduct Inventory is to figure out how to have a sound 
relationship right now, in the present, by analyzing out what we did wrong in the past 
and what we should do in the future, and to deal with the remaining three character
defects of selfishness, dishonest, and self-seeking (inconsiderateness) by helping us 
understand from our past mistakes how we can have relationships that are unselfish, 
honest, and considerate.
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Step Four—Sex Conduct: Column (1)

Page 39– Big Book Step Study Guide

Ex-Boyfriend

I did not want to be alone;  I stayed and continued 
using him for sex. 

I purposely flirting with others, in hopes of getting 
his attention.

Instead of accepting the ending, I cared more about 
getting my desires met and getting even. I sought 
validation.

Step Four – PAGES  39 - 41 and Video Session F Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

Filling out the Sex Conduct 
Form: 

You will see on the form that 
there is a column for writing 
down “whom had we hurt”, 
and good advice is simply to 
fill that first column out first.

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/pages-39-41.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf


36Page 39– Big Book Step Study Guide

Ex-Boyfriend

I did not want to be alone; so I stayed and 
continued using him for sex. 

I purposely flirting with others, in hopes of getting 
his attention.

Instead of accepting the ending, I cared more 
about getting my desires met and getting even. I
sought validation.

Step Four—Sex Conduct: Column (2)
Step Four – PAGES  39 - 41 and Video Session F Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

Then the second column is where we write 
where we had been, in relation to the person 
we put down, “selfish, dishonest, or 
inconsiderate”.  Selfish and dishonest retain 
their meanings, I think, from the resentment 
inventory—“wanting my way” for selfish and 
“not telling the truth when the truth should 
be told or telling falsehood to others or 
myself” for dishonest.  (Note that we’re 
starting where the Resentment form ended.)  
Inconsiderate is simply not thinking of the 
other person’s feelings or interests – being 
self-seeking.

Video Link 38:28 - 38:57

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/pages-39-41.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0?t=2308


37Page 39– Big Book Step Study Guide

Where was I at fault? I wanted him to change; to be 
who I wanted him to be.

What should I have done instead?  The 1st time he 
cheated (revealed his true character); I should have 
ended the relationship and honored my integrity!

Step Four—Sex Conduct: Column (3)
Step Four – PAGES  39 - 41 and Video Session F Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

Then the Big Book asks, “Did we 
unjustifiably arouse jealousy, suspicion 
or bitterness?”  That’s the third column, 
and we fill that out for every person on 
the list.  I find that I don’t always check 
any of those boxes, but I do consider the 
question carefully each time.

Video Link:  40:59 - 41:43

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/pages-39-41.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0?t=2459
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Page 39– Big Book Step Study Guide

Then the Big Book asks, “Where were we 
at fault, what should we have done 
instead?”  So that is the fourth column—
what I should have done instead.

And we fill that out for every person on 
the list. Patterns immediately emerge.  For 
most of my past relationships, for 
example,  the answer was pretty 
consistent: I stayed in the relationship 
longer than was healthy for both me and 
my ex-girlfriends, and I should have left it 
earlier on and in a more honest way. 

Step Four—Sex Conduct: Column (4)
Step Four – PAGES  39 - 41 and Video Session F Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

Where was I at fault?  I wanted him to 
change; to be who I wanted him to be.

What should I have done instead?  The 
1st time he cheated (revealed his true 
character); I should have ended the 
relationship and honored my integrity !

Video Link:  41:57 - 43:00

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/pages-39-41.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0?t=2526


39Page 40– Big Book Step Study Guide

The Big Book says, “In this way we tried to shape a sane and 
sound ideal for our future sex life.” THAT’S the whole point of 
this exercise—to know what we did that was wrong, and to 
know what we should have done instead. 

Then the Big Book says, “We subjected each relation to this 
test—was it selfish or not?”  And that’s the fifth column.  
Again, selfish has to be looked at in the broad sense that was 
discussed in Step Three.  We check that out for every 
relationship. 

And then we have the Sex Prayer and the Sex Meditation.  The 
Sex Prayer is: “God, please mold my ideals and help me to live 
up to them.” The Sex Meditation is: “God, what should I do 
about each specific matter.” And we say that prayer and that 
meditation for every person on the list.  The Big Book promises 
us:  “The right answer will come, if we want it.”

Step Four—Sex Conduct: Column (5, 6 and 7)
Step Four – PAGES  39 - 41 and Video Session F Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/pages-39-41.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf
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Step Four—Sex Conduct Form

Page 29– Big Book Step Study Guide

Ex-Boyfriend

I did not want to be alone; I stayed and 
continued using him for sex. 

I purposely flirting with others, in hopes of 
getting his attention.

Where was I at fault? I wanted him to 
change; to be who I wanted him to be.

What should I have done instead?  The 1st

time he cheated (revealed his true 
character); I should have ended the 
relationship and honored my integrity !

Step Four – PAGES  39 - 41 and Video Session F Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

Instead of accepting the ending, I cared more 
about getting my desires met and getting even. I 
sought validation.

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/pages-39-41.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf
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Step Four: Conclusion: 

We have now completed our Step Four Inventory from the Big Book’s 
perspective. 

It was pretty simple.  We filled out some simple forms and learned a lot 
about ourselves.  No matter how many people, institutions, or principles 
appear on our resentment form; no matter how many fears appear on 
our fear forms; no matter how many people appear on our sex conduct 
forms; it doesn’t take a very long time to fill them out.

Step Four – PAGES  39 - 41 and Video Session F Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/pages-39-41.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf
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The Step Four promises: 

The Big Book gives us promises on page 70.  They’re not overwhelming 
ones, but they do serve as a checklist for us to see if we have done a 
good Step Four: 

If we have been thorough about our personal inventory, we 
have written down a lot. We have listed and analyzed our 
resentments. We have begun to comprehend their futility and 
their fatality. We have commenced to see their terrible 
destructiveness. We have begun to learn tolerance, patience 
and good will toward all men, even our enemies, for we look on 
them as sick people. We have listed the people we have hurt by 
our conduct and are willing to straighten out the past if we can.

Step Four – PAGES  39 - 41 and Video Session F
Big Book “How It Works” –Pages 67 - 68 Video link:  46:18 - 47:34

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/pages-39-41.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt5.pdf
https://youtu.be/ehZTpMUx2M0?t=2778
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•
Read the Study Guide, (Steps Five, Six, and Seven), pages 42-46
•Optional Homework:
1.Watch the video of Steps 5, 6, 7 Session G: Homework and view the slide show.
2.Read: Big Book “Into Action,” pages 72 to middle 76
3.Listen to these OA Podcasts/videos on Step Five.

•Step 5: by Janet B. from A Design for living
•Step Five: from Overeaters Anonymous: “The Importance of Working All Twelve Steps” podcast series

4.Listen to these OA Podcasts/videos on Step Six.
•Into Action: Step 6 by Sam S. from Choose your Own Conception: OA Big Book Study
•Step 6 from Overeaters Anonymous: “The Importance of Working All Twelve Steps” podcast series

5.Listen to these OA Podcasts on Step Six and Step Seven
•Steps 6 & 7 by Pete B. from A Design for Living

•Watch the video for Session G

https://oasponsor.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Big-Book-Study-steps-567.pdf
https://youtu.be/eF8QtlnxSPA
https://surrenderschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/HomeworkStepStudy2023-Step-567.pdf
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/en_bigbook_chapt6.pdf
http://ad4l.info/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/AD4L-Speaker-Series-2021-Step05.mp3
https://overeatersanonymous.libsyn.com/website/step-5
https://cyocbbstudy.podbean.com/e/into-action-step-6-sam-s-april-5-2023/
https://overeatersanonymous.libsyn.com/website/step-6
https://ad4l.info/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/AD4L-Speaker-Series-2021-Step-SIX-and-SEVEN.mp3
https://youtu.be/Msrt_2-KvjY


SERENITY PRAYER

God grant me the serenity to accept the 
things I cannot change, courage to change 
the things I can, and the wisdom to know 
the difference.
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